



of the multinomial probit model
????????
The multinomial probit model is a typical statistical model for a discrete choice
analysis. To estimate its model parameters by taking the Bayesian approach, the
sampling inefciency is of interest. Recently, the marginal data augmentation framework
has been proposed to address this issue. This study proposes a Bayesian estimation
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????????????p= 2???????????? yi?i= 1; : : : ;n??
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yi = j; if max
j=0;:::;p
y¤i j; (1)
y¤i j = x
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yi j = x0i j b + ui j: (3)
??? ( yi j; b ; ui j) = (ay¤i j;ab ;aui j)???????????????????
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b » N ¡b0;B¡10 ¢ ; (4)
S » IW ¡n0+ p; S0¢ : (5)
????S0 = a20S0 ???????????? 0?????????????
??????????????????
?????????????????V » IW (r;R)? p????? V ??
???????????????????????????????????
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p(x) µ x¡(a+1) exp
¡¡bx¡1¢ ; (9)
????????? p(S)? S ???????????
??????????????????????????????????
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Step 1. ???????????????????: (fy¤i gi;b ;S;a2).
Step 2. S ???? a2 ????????????????????????
????












Step 3. b ? S ???? fy¤i gi ???????????????????i =
1; : : : ;n??
y¤i j b ;S » TNCi (X ib ;S) ; Ci = I
µ





??? TCA(m ;S)??? A???????? m???????? S ?
????????????????????????????????
??j?????????????? y¤i j ??????????????
???????????????????? j = 1; : : : ; p??????
????????
Step 4. ui j = a(y¤i j¡ x0i jb )????
Step 5. f uigni=1 ???? (S;a2)????????????????????
?? S ???????????????









??? ui = ( ui1; : : : ; uip)0 ????
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Step 6. y¤i j = ui j=
p
s11+ x0i jb ????
Step 7. Step 3-6??yi = arg max
j
y¤i j ??????????
Step 8. fy¤i gni=1 ? S ???? b ???????????????????





















Step 9. Step 2-8??????????
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??? a0 = (n0+n)(p¡1)?
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Step 6. fyigni=1 ?? S?a2 ???? b ???????????????????










Step 7. b = b =a ????
Step 8. fyigni=1 ? b ???? S ???????????????????












Step 9. S = S= s11?y¤i = yi=
p
s11 ????





















u· exp(a2=a?) ; (25)
????? a? ??????????????????
a2 > 0???
Step 5-1 ?? a? ??????????????????
















???????????????? 2????????a2 = 0???????
??????????????????? a2 · 0????????????
?????????? a1 > 0????????????????????
Proposition 1. ? (18)???????? a1 ???
Proof. ?? zi = S¡1=2 yi?Ai = S
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?????????? B0 >O?S >O ????X i ????????????















¢¡1oA0z < z0A ¡A0A¢¡1A0z: (30)
????????a;b> 0???? a=(a+b)< 1??????? Bergstrom?
???????? Abadir and Magnus (2005)? Exercise 12.3?323?????
??????
??? a1 > 0???
z0
n
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